A SHORT COURSE ON ELECTRONIC EYELETS
Helpful information and application data from the electronic eyelet specialist since
What are electronic eyelets?
Electronic eyelets are flanged tubular metal
conductors inserted into a printed circuit board.
They make electrical continuity between the
circuitry on both sides of the board, and are an
attachment point for soldering component
leads.
What is the proper length for an eyelet?
Usually a minimum of .030 should allowed to
roll the setting on small eyelets. Conditions will
wary and tests with samples are advised.
What is the diameter of the rolled clinch
setting?
The diameter of the rolled clinch setting is
usually .030 to .040 more than the barrel’s
outside diameter (O.D.)
Why are eyelets mad from both brass and
copper?
Small sizes are made from copper because
fabrication and setting is easier. Large sizes
are made from brass for increased strength.
What kind of brass is used to make
International Eyelets’s electronic eyelets?
An alloy of 70% copper and 30% zinc specified
as QQB-613B Comp.2

What type of copper is used for International
Eyelet’s electronic eyelets?
OFHC (Oxygen- Free High Conductivity) QQC576B
Why are eyelets gold plated?
When electroplated to a thickness of 30 to 50
microns, 24K gold protects the metal from
oxidizing the prolongs the shelf life of the
solderable surfaces.
Why are some eyelets plated with tin?
Tin plating improves solderablity, avoids the
cost of gold plating, and avoids the weakening
of soldered joints caused by gold diffusion.

Why are flat flange eyelets used?
Because of the smaller flange diameter, flat
flange eyelets may be spaced closer together.
Solder also flows easier under a flat flange than
under a roll flange.
What is the purpose of the rolled flange
eyelet?
The roll flange makes a 360 degree contact with
the copper land on the printed circuit board, and
the contact pressure is maintained by the spring
pressure of the arched flange.

What is the purpose of the funnel flange
eyelets?
Specifically developed for electronic use, funnel
flange eyelets allow solder to flow around the
barrel. Lead wires are easier to insert and the
solder fillet is quickly inspected.
How can eyelets be used to rework or
salvage plated holes in printed circuit
boards?
Rework or salvage plated holes by just inserting
any style eyelet of the proper size into the
plated hole and setting it in the normal manner.
If a larger size eyelet is used, drill out the plated
hole to a larger size.
Why is visual inspection easier with
eyelets?
Since eyeleted holes have solid metal walls, it is
not necessary to look for discontinuity or voids
as in plated holes.
How are eyelets added to printed circuit
boards for retrofitting components or circuit
modification?
COMPONENTS MAY BE ADDED TO
EXSITING CIRCUIT BOARDS BY DRILLING
HOLES ADJACENT TO CONDUCTORS AND
INSERTING EYELETS IN CONTACT WITH
THE COPPER. Eyelets can also be added for
durable test-prod points. Jumper wires can be
anchored to eyeelts. Reliable feed-through
connections between conductors on two sided
boards are assured when eyelets are used.

How are eyelet setting tools used?
Setting tools consist of two parts. The anvil
holds the syelet on a retracting spindle and
supports the flange and the form tool or die
applies the force and curvature necessary to roll
the exposed barrel until it is seated firmly
against the board.
How are setting tools mounted for setting
eyelets?
Setting tools should be mounted in a press
which will maintain the tools in alignment and
apply a steady pressure on the eyelet.
Specialized presses are available or an arbor or
drill press may be used.
Can eyelts be resoldered?
Unlike plated-through holes, eyelets are not
damaged by soldering heat and can be
resoldered sveral times. An eyelt’s wall
thickness is 30 times that of plated-through hole
and the mechanical clinching of an eyelt is not
affected when removing de-soldered
componets.
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What causes a rolled setting to split?
Roll settings can split for the following reasons:
the metal is too hard, the setting tools are
misaligned or the setting tools are the wron size
or improperly designed. Split eyelets were
previously a cause for rejection but are now
accepted. Splitting is sometimes induced by
tools which over stress the roll or by the use of
pre-scored eyelets that facilitate solder flow.
What types of eyelet setting tools are
available?
Roll setting tools are used for most electronic
eyelets. It will accommodate for board
thickness variations and produce a firm clinch.
Funnel setting tools are not commonly used
because the taper stretches and splits the metal
and a tight clinch is not attainable. Copper
eyelets tend to be more successful with funnel
setting tools.

What causes an eyelet’s barrel to
deform or collapse?

The eyelet is too long.

The holes in the printed circuit
board are too large.

The eyelet metal is too soft.

The setting tools are misaligned
or improperly designed.
What are other uses for eyelets in
electronic packaging?

Spacers for components and
mother boards.

Standoffs for large components.

Sleeve guides for leads.

Grommets for leads.

Strain relief points for leads.

Guides for scres and pins.

Telescoping pairs making sliding
fits.

Bearings for shafts.

Captive washers for nuts.

IEI is the chosen eyelet
supplier for the Aerospace
Industry. Call the Sales
Department and receive the
same excellent service that
we give to all customers big or
small.
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